Impulse Control Disorders are a group of excessive and/or harmful urges and behaviors that may occur in people
with Parkinson disease. They are characterized by persistent thoughts or uncontrollable urges to do things.
The most common impulse control disorders seen in Parkinson disease are:
Pathological Gambling
More likely to be experienced by men with Parkinson’s
Excessive Spending/Shopping & Other Manifestations
Large changes in spending or shopping habits (eg purchasing clothing items one never wears or numerous
items – 6 toasters – that one doesn’t use), hoarding
Hypersexuality
New or dangerous sexual activity, inappropriate touching or comments to others, sexual activity outside of
current relationship, new or increased use of pornographic material
Binge-Eating/Over-Eating
Consuming large portions of food, often quickly, without being able to stop and to the point of being
uncomfortably full or making oneself ill
Impulse control disorders are behavioral disturbances in which a person fails to resist the drive to behave in
ways that result in distress or impaired judgement.2 This behaviour can have significant impacts on peoples
financial, social, emotional, and physical well being. Impulse control issues in Parkinson disease are
predominately caused by dopamine agonists. About one in six people taking dopamine agonists will
experience impulse control disorders to differing degrees of severity. Some people experience mild impulse
control issues for example hyper focusing on eating sweets. Others experience more severe impulse control
issues like chronic gambling.
Warning signs
Warning signs can include things like rapid weight gain, overspending, increased gambling, inappropriate
sexual behaviour, obsession or compulsions around food, sex, or gambling. New or worsening drinking or
drug use or risky behaviours are another common sign. Other symptoms of impulse control issues to watch
for are hiding or sneaking things/money, sudden changes in behaviour routine, changes in sleeping habits,
being defensive or lying about behaviours, avoiding others. If you suspect an impulse control issue keep
track of any new or changing behaviours and any concerns. As well as keep track of any medication
changes or in how the medication is being taken. These can be valuable in relaying the changes, concerns,
and behaviour to health professionals.

How its treated
Impulse control disorders in Parkinson’s are typically treated by stopping or lowering the medication
causing the issues. Medications might be changed to remove or lower the dopamine agonist to try to stop
impulse control issues. While subsequently managing Parkinson’s symptoms. The second part to treating
impulse control issues is removing or limiting access to participate in the behaviour. Restricting these
behaviours and diminishing access to them help control the damage done by these impulses. For example,
if gambling is the issue restricting access to money, bank, and credit cards, restricting access to online sites,
and removing valuables can help remove access to participating in the behaviour as medication is sorted
out. As well as help protect them and those around them from serious effects of the behaviour. Counselling
is the third part of treating impulse control issue. Impulse control issues can have other long term
emotional, physical, and financial effects for the person with Parkinson’s and their loved ones. Counselling
can help address these issues, set goals, and repair relationships impacted by impulse control issues.
Who to contact for help?
If you suspect you or your loved one is experiencing impulse control issues, contact your doctor. Keeping a
log of medication, medication changes, physical or behavioural changes and any other notable events. With
times and dates can help the doctor get the best understanding of the situation. Your family doctor and
neurologist will be a key part of handling impulse control issues.
Impulse control issues can lead to distress in not only the person with Parkinson’s but the family as well.
Counselling can help address issues, stresses, repair relationships and provide strategies to overcome issues
arising from impulse control issues.
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